My dear Professor,

The great book have Come i don't believe there's anything in them which will please me more than the few words you have written up the first page —
Shall always be

Mind of these.

Had a note from Spencer

Drew the.clear

He both used some

Mark get—Don't

Forgot you are to come

To Clergy after every

The year —

W.C get the
Which is a few hundred
of feet or so. Much fine
although something noble.
I mentioned the Committee with
the Brontosaurus Excelsor
knocked them flat — every one.
Told them the first thing that
went into the
Museum was the
that – the first
Centurialum made
by the first collector
of the world.

Our New Haven
via bright spots
in our household
– Cure & Coach.
Take home with you a rare specimen of the best of living things. A good, tender, noble woman, not too old. Always

Andrew Carnegie